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Abstract
The natural world is abundant with concepts expressed via visual, acoustic, tactile,
and linguistic modalities. Much of the existing progress in multimodal learning,
however, focuses primarily on problems where the same set of modalities are
present at train and test time, which makes learning in low-resource modalities
particularly difficult. In this work, we propose algorithms for cross-modal generalization: a learning paradigm to train a model that can (1) quickly perform
new tasks in a target modality (i.e. meta-learning) and (2) doing so while being
trained on a different source modality. We study a key research question: how can
we ensure generalization across modalities despite using separate encoders for
different source and target modalities? Our solution is based on meta-alignment,
a novel method to align representation spaces using strongly and weakly paired
cross-modal data while ensuring quick generalization to new tasks across different
modalities. We study this problem on 3 classification tasks: text to image, image to
audio, and text to speech. Our results demonstrate strong performance even when
the new target modality has only a few (1-10) labeled samples and in the presence
of noisy labels, a scenario particularly prevalent in low-resource modalities.
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Cross-modal Generalization (our paper)
particularly important for low-resource target for different source (image) and target (audio) modalimodalities where unlabeled data is scarce and ties? This paper studies the minimal supervision required
labeled data is even harder to obtain (e.g. audio to perform this alignment and succeed in cross-modal
from low-resource languages [38], real-world generalization.
environments [46], and medical images [14]). In the unimodal case, this is regarded as metalearning [17] or few-shot learning [8]. In contrast, we formally define the cross-modal generalization
setting as a learning paradigm to train a model that can (1) quickly perform new tasks in a target
modality (i.e. meta-learning) and (2) doing so while being trained on a different source modality. In
this paper, we study the data and algorithmic challenges for cross-modal generalization to succeed.
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As a motivating example, Figure 1 illustrates a scenario where large-scale image classification
benchmarks can help audio classification, which is a less studied problem with fewer large-scale
benchmarks. In this ambitious problem statement, a key research question becomes: how can we
obtain generalization across modalities despite using separate encoders for different source (image)
and target (audio) modalities? The technical challenge involves aligning shared knowledge learned
from source image tasks with target audio tasks. Our problem statement differs from conventional
meta-learning [17] and domain adaptation [59] where one can take advantage of the same source and
target modality with shared encoders which helps generalization by having the same representation
space. In our case, the discrepancies in modalities requires one to learn new output concepts expressed
in new input modalities. As a result, cross-modal generalization requires new ideas to synchronize
(align) multimodal sources and
targets. What is the minimal extra supervision required to perform
horse
zebra
this alignment?
In this paper, we formalize the conditions required for successful generalization and show
that another level of supervision is necessary under partial observability across modalities and
tasks. Supervision comes in the form of crossmodal meta-alignment (Figure 2) to capture a
space where representations of similar concepts
in different modalities are close together while
ensuring quick generalization to new tasks (i.e.
with just a few labels in the target modality).
We introduce a novel algorithm called C RO MA
(Cross-modal Meta-Alignment) that leverages
readily available multimodal data from the internet (e.g. [34, 48, 67]) for meta-alignment and
cross-modal generalization. Through theoretical analysis and empirical ablations, we study
our proposed algorithm with both strongly and
weakly paired multimodal data, showing that
cross-modal generalization is possible even with
limited extra supervision.
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Figure 2: Meta-alignment aligns representation spaces
while ensuring quick generalization to new tasks using
strongly (image and audio) and weakly (video) paired
data. This enables generalization to the target (audio)
having only seen labeled data in the source (image), as
assessed by few-shot classification and alignment tasks.

We present experiments on three cross-modal tasks: generalizing from (1) text to image, (2) image
to audio, and (3) text to speech. In all cases, the goal is to classify data from a new target modality
given only a few (1-10) labeled samples. We perform extensive experiments to compare with related
approaches including target modality meta-learning that would be expected to perform well since
they have seen thousands of labeled examples from the target modality during meta-training. Surprisingly, C RO MA is competitive with these baselines and significantly outperforms other cross-modal
approaches. In addition, we study settings where the target modality suffers from noisy or limited
data, a scenario particularly prevalent in low-resource modalities [22].
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Related Work

Few-shot learning has enabled strong performance for settings with limited labeled data [8, 20, 22]
using techniques spanning data augmentation [2], metric learning [55, 61], and learning better
initializations [44, 51]. In the latter, meta-learning has recently emerged as a popular choice due to
its simplicity in combination with gradient-based methods [17].
Transfer learning focuses on transferring knowledge from external data (e.g. larger datasets [29],
unlabeled data [12], and knowledge bases [32]) to downstream tasks where labeled data is expensive [57]. Domain adaptation similarly focuses on changing data distributions [13, 27]. However,
existing works focus on data within the same modality (i.e. image domain adaptation [59], language
transfer learning [12]) which simplifies the alignment problem.
Cross-modal alignment involves learning a joint space where the representations of the same
concepts expressed in different modalities are close together [4]. Alignment is particularly useful for
cross-modal retrieval (e.g. retrieving captions from images) [18] and cross-modal (or cross-lingual)
representation learning [54, 63]. Several objective functions for learning aligned spaces from varying
quantities of paired [6, 16, 28] and unpaired [21] data have been proposed. However, cross-modal
generalization is harder since: (1) one has to learn not just the associations between modalities but
2

also associations to labels, (2) there is weak supervision both the target modality and in the label
space, (3) tasks in different modalities have different (but related) label spaces, and (4) new tasks in
the target modality have to be learned using only a few samples.
Cross-modal learning: Recent work has explored more general models that enable knowledge
transfer across modalities. In particular, cross-modal data programming [14] uses weak labels in a
source modality to train a classifier in the target modality. Cross-modal transfer learning aims to
classify the same task from different input modalities [28, 65]. Finally, few-shot learning within
target modalities (e.g. images) has been shown to benefit from additional multimodal information
(e.g. word embeddings [56, 58, 64] or videos [66]) during training. However, these all require labeled
data from the target modality during meta-training (from a different domain). In contrast, we study
cross-modal generalization which do not assume any labeled data in the target except during few-shot
classification.

3

Formalizing Cross-modal Generalization

Cross-modal generalization is a learning paradigm to quickly perform new tasks in a target modality
despite being trained on a different source modality. To formalize this paradigm, we build on the
definition of meta-learning [25] and generalize it to study multiple input modalities. Meta-learning
uses labeled data for existing source tasks to enable fast learning on new target tasks [33]. We start by
defining M different heterogeneous input spaces (modalities) and N different label spaces (tasks).
We denote a modality by an index m ∈ {1, ..., M } and a task by n ∈ {1, ..., N }.
Each classification problem T (m, n) is defined as a triplet with a modality, task, plus a joint distribution: T (m, n) = (Xm , Yn , pm,n (x, y)). Xm denotes the input space and Yn the label space
sampled from a distribution p(m, n) ∶= p(Xm , Yn ) given by a marginal over the entire metadistribution, p(x1 , ..., xM , y1 , ...yN , Xm1 , ...XmM , Yn1 , ...YnN ). The meta-distribution gives the underlying relationships between all modalities and tasks through a hierarchical generative process
mi ∼ p(m), nj ∼ p(n): first picking a modality and task (mi , nj ) from priors p(m) and p(n)
over input and output spaces, before drawing data xi from Xmi and labels yj from Ynj . Within
each classification problem is also an underlying pairing function mapping inputs to labels through
pm,n (x, y) ∶= p(x, y�m, n) for all x ∈ Xm , y ∈ Yn representing the true data labeling process. To
account for generalization over modalities and tasks, cross-modal generalization involves learning a
single function fw with parameters w over the meta-distribution with the following objective:
Definition 1. The cross-modal generalization problem is
arg max L[fw ] ∶= arg max
w

w

E

m,n∼p(m,n)
x,y∼pm,n (x,y)

fw (x, y, m, n)
log �
�.
p(x, y�m, n)
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tasks is only partially observed: p(x, y�m, n)
is only observed for certain modalities and
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tasks (e.g. labeled classification tasks for images [11], or paired data across image, text, and
audio in online videos [1]). For other modalitytask pairs, we can only obtain inaccurate estiObserved
Alignment Generalization
mates q(x, y�m, n), often due to having only
limited labeled data. It is helpful to think about Figure 3: One obtains a subset of observed edges through
this partial observability as a bipartite graph labeled datasets for source modalities xs and tasks ys
G = (Vx , Vy , E) between a modality set Vx and (solid edges). Generalizing to the target modalities xt
task set Vy (see Figure 3). A solid directed edge and tasks yt (dotted edge) requires bridging modalities
from u ∈ Vx to v ∈ Vy represents learning a and tasks through alignment (purple).
classifier from modality u for task v given an abundance of observed labeled data, which incurs
negligible generalization error. Since it is unlikely for all edges between Vx and Vy to exist, define
the low-resource subset M as the complement of E in Vx × Vy . M represents the set of low-resource
modalities and tasks where it is difficult to obtain labeled data. The focus of cross-modal generalization is to learn a classifier in M as denoted by a dashed edge. In contrast to solid edges, the lack of
data in M incurs large error along dashed edges.
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Therefore, the challenge in cross-modal generalization amounts to finding the path of lowest cumulative error between an input target modality xt ∈ Vx and output task yt ∈ Vy in M. The key insight is
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<latexit sha1_base64="xjpWNrJmZvmaucvP/kvooT2viY0=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbN0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jJs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmjet+O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU1XGqCO2QmMeqH2BNOZO0Y5jhtJ8oikXAaS+Y3uV+74kqzWL5aGYJ9QWeSBYygk0uDZOIjeoNt+kWQKvEK0kDSrRH9a/hOCapoNIQjrUeeG5i/Awrwwin89ow1TTBZIondGCpxIJqPytunaMzq4xRGCtb0qBC/T2RYaH1TAS2U2AT6WUvF//zBqkJb/yMySQ1VJLFojDlyMQofxyNmaLE8JklmChmb0UkwgoTY+Op2RC85ZdXSfei6V023YerRuu2jKMKJ3AK5+DBNbTgHtrQAQIRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hD5zPHxQyjkE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xjpWNrJmZvmaucvP/kvooT2viY0=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbN0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jJs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmjet+O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU1XGqCO2QmMeqH2BNOZO0Y5jhtJ8oikXAaS+Y3uV+74kqzWL5aGYJ9QWeSBYygk0uDZOIjeoNt+kWQKvEK0kDSrRH9a/hOCapoNIQjrUeeG5i/Awrwwin89ow1TTBZIondGCpxIJqPytunaMzq4xRGCtb0qBC/T2RYaH1TAS2U2AT6WUvF//zBqkJb/yMySQ1VJLFojDlyMQofxyNmaLE8JklmChmb0UkwgoTY+Op2RC85ZdXSfei6V023YerRuu2jKMKJ3AK5+DBNbTgHtrQAQIRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hD5zPHxQyjkE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="xjpWNrJmZvmaucvP/kvooT2viY0=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8cK9gPaUDbbTbN0dxN2N0IJ/QtePCji1T/kzX/jJs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmjet+O5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b/+gfnjU1XGqCO2QmMeqH2BNOZO0Y5jhtJ8oikXAaS+Y3uV+74kqzWL5aGYJ9QWeSBYygk0uDZOIjeoNt+kWQKvEK0kDSrRH9a/hOCapoNIQjrUeeG5i/Awrwwin89ow1TTBZIondGCpxIJqPytunaMzq4xRGCtb0qBC/T2RYaH1TAS2U2AT6WUvF//zBqkJb/yMySQ1VJLFojDlyMQofxyNmaLE8JklmChmb0UkwgoTY+Op2RC85ZdXSfei6V023YerRuu2jKMKJ3AK5+DBNbTgHtrQAQIRPMMrvDnCeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hD5zPHxQyjkE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DXV0qEcmoAwWQKOUO5BJUIvIYt8=">AAAB+3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfMR69DAbBU9hVQY9BLx4jmAdkY5id9CZDZnaXmV5JWPIrXjwo4tUf8ebfOHkcNLGgoajqprsrSKQw6LrfTm5tfWNzK79d2Nnd2z8oHpYaJk41hzqPZaxbATMgRQR1FCihlWhgKpDQDIa3U7/5BNqIOHrAcQIdxfqRCAVnaKVuseQnA/HoI4xQq0wBskm3WHYr7gx0lXgLUiYL1LrFL78X81RBhFwyY9qem2AnYxoFlzAp+KmBhPEh60Pb0ogpMJ1sdvuEnlqlR8NY24qQztTfExlTxoxVYDsVw4FZ9qbif147xfC6k4koSREiPl8UppJiTKdB0J7QwFGOLWFcC3sr5QOmGUcbV8GG4C2/vEoa5xXvouLeX5arN4s48uSYnJAz4pErUiV3pEbqhJMReSav5M2ZOC/Ou/Mxb805i5kj8gfO5w/ikJT7</latexit>

Meta-aligned
space

zebra standing
in a field

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="mCQG28w3JZfkA0oUflAIJ4fWwPQ=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSLUS0lU0GPRi8cK9gOaUDbbbbt0Nwm7E7GE/g0vHhTx6p/x5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTKQw6Lrfzsrq2vrGZmGruL2zu7dfOjhsmjjVjDdYLGPdDqnhUkS8gQIlbyeaUxVK3gpHt1O/9ci1EXH0gOOEB4oOItEXjKKVfB/5E2qVVejZpFsqu1V3BrJMvJyUIUe9W/ryezFLFY+QSWpMx3MTDDKqUTDJJ0U/NTyhbEQHvGNpRBU3QTa7eUJOrdIj/VjbipDM1N8TGVXGjFVoOxXFoVn0puJ/XifF/nWQiShJkUdsvqifSoIxmQZAekJzhnJsCWVa2FsJG1JNGdqYijYEb/HlZdI8r3oXVff+sly7yeMowDGcQAU8uIIa3EEdGsAggWd4hTcndV6cd+dj3rri5DNH8AfO5w/0bpGe</latexit>

Weak pairs
zebra standing
in a field

emeta
s

es
<latexit sha1_base64="JTq2KLMQE5Ho7+VoQK7anc/1nZ8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gH3dL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROS71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m586JWdWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbAje8surpHVR9S6r7n2tUr/J4yjCCZzCOXhwBXW4gwY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD1NwjdE=</latexit>

es

<latexit sha1_base64="JTq2KLMQE5Ho7+VoQK7anc/1nZ8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gH3dL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROS71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m586JWdWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbAje8surpHVR9S6r7n2tUr/J4yjCCZzCOXhwBXW4gwY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD1NwjdE=</latexit>

et es

<latexit sha1_base64="JTq2KLMQE5Ho7+VoQK7anc/1nZ8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gH3dL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROS71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m586JWdWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbAje8surpHVR9S6r7n2tUr/J4yjCCZzCOXhwBXW4gwY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD1NwjdE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+UP/e1Zy2Jq3PNWt/j/+dOzvsio=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQq6LHoxWNFawttKJvtpF262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w8eTZJpjg2eyES3QmZQCoUNEiSxlWpkcSixGQ5vpn7zCbURiXqgUYpBzPpKRIIzstI9dqlbrnhVbwZ3mfg5qUCOerf81eklPItREZfMmLbvpRSMmSbBJU5KncxgyviQ9bFtqWIxmmA8O3Xinlil50aJtqXInam/J8YsNmYUh7YzZjQwi95U/M9rZxRdBWOh0oxQ8fmiKJMuJe70b7cnNHKSI0sY18Le6vIB04yTTadkQ/AXX14mj2dV/7zq3V1Uatd5HEU4gmM4BR8uoQa3UIcGcOjDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AVT0jdI=</latexit>

et

<latexit sha1_base64="JTq2KLMQE5Ho7+VoQK7anc/1nZ8=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0m0oMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0gH3dL1fcqjsHWSVeTiqQo9Evf/UGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjZ1QZzgROS71UY0LZmA6xa6mkEWo/m586JWdWGZAwVrakIXP190RGI60nUWA7I2pGetmbif953dSE137GZZIalGyxKEwFMTGZ/U0GXCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsemUbAje8surpHVR9S6r7n2tUr/J4yjCCZzCOXhwBXW4gwY0gcEQnuEV3hzhvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD1NwjdE=</latexit>

et

<latexit sha1_base64="+UP/e1Zy2Jq3PNWt/j/+dOzvsio=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQq6LHoxWNFawttKJvtpF262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w8eTZJpjg2eyES3QmZQCoUNEiSxlWpkcSixGQ5vpn7zCbURiXqgUYpBzPpKRIIzstI9dqlbrnhVbwZ3mfg5qUCOerf81eklPItREZfMmLbvpRSMmSbBJU5KncxgyviQ9bFtqWIxmmA8O3Xinlil50aJtqXInam/J8YsNmYUh7YzZjQwi95U/M9rZxRdBWOh0oxQ8fmiKJMuJe70b7cnNHKSI0sY18Le6vIB04yTTadkQ/AXX14mj2dV/7zq3V1Uatd5HEU4gmM4BR8uoQa3UIcGcOjDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AVT0jdI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="+UP/e1Zy2Jq3PNWt/j/+dOzvsio=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQq6LHoxWNFawttKJvtpF262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY8rxvp7Cyura+UdwsbW3v7O6V9w8eTZJpjg2eyES3QmZQCoUNEiSxlWpkcSixGQ5vpn7zCbURiXqgUYpBzPpKRIIzstI9dqlbrnhVbwZ3mfg5qUCOerf81eklPItREZfMmLbvpRSMmSbBJU5KncxgyviQ9bFtqWIxmmA8O3Xinlil50aJtqXInam/J8YsNmYUh7YzZjQwi95U/M9rZxRdBWOh0oxQ8fmiKJMuJe70b7cnNHKSI0sY18Le6vIB04yTTadkQ/AXX14mj2dV/7zq3V1Uatd5HEU4gmM4BR8uoQa3UIcGcOjDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Zi3Fpx85hD+wPn8AVT0jdI=</latexit>

Source
encoder

emeta
t
<latexit sha1_base64="ZuND1IwTR97K3ujOB9op8qEHzKY=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvwSJ4KokKeix68VjBfkBbw2Y7aZfuJmF3opbYn+LFgyJe/SXe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFieAaXffbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3bt0l5Dx6liUGexiFUroBoEj6COHAW0EgVUBgKawfBq4jfvQWkeR7c4SqAraT/iIWcUjeTbJfDxroPwiEpmEpCOfbvsVtwpnEXi5aRMctR8+6vTi1kqIUImqNZtz02wm1GFnAkYFzuphoSyIe1D29CIStDdbHr62DkySs8JY2UqQmeq/p7IqNR6JAPTKSkO9Lw3Ef/z2imGF92MR0mKELHZojAVDsbOJAenxxUwFCNDKFPc3OqwAVWUoUmraELw5l9eJI2TindacW/OytXLPI4COSCH5Jh45JxUyTWpkTph5IE8k1fyZj1ZL9a79TFrXbLymX3yB9bnDx2glIw=</latexit>

Target
encoder

xs
Ts,1
<latexit sha1_base64="87FvlsHmUgug5pJtGdIcwLCRkEk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuTaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTS/VPP9MoVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nZEPwFl9eJs2zqndede8uKrXrPI4iHMExnIIHl1CDW6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gBwYo3k</latexit>

horse galloping
in the grass

es

<latexit sha1_base64="5yT5PNdoCNgI+3Nc/wR4jWZeRQc=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvwSJ4KokKeix68VjBfkBbw2Y7aZfuJmF3opbYn+LFgyJe/SXe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuYFieAaXffbWlpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3bt0l5Dx6liUGexiFUroBoEj6COHAW0EgVUBgKawfBq4jfvQWkeR7c4SqAraT/iIWcUjeTbJfD1XQfhEZXMJCAd+3bZrbhTOIvEy0mZ5Kj59lenF7NUQoRMUK3bnptgN6MKORMwLnZSDQllQ9qHtqERlaC72fT0sXNklJ4TxspUhM5U/T2RUan1SAamU1Ic6HlvIv7ntVMML7oZj5IUIWKzRWEqHIydSQ5OjytgKEaGUKa4udVhA6ooQ5NW0YTgzb+8SBonFe+04t6clauXeRwFckAOyTHxyDmpkmtSI3XCyAN5Jq/kzXqyXqx362PWumTlM/vkD6zPHxwOlIs=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="4Fa6ZNUripdxtJUFewLzIESnww4=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1aWbwSK4kJKooMuiG5cV+oI2hMl02g6dTMLMRCkxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTxJwp7Tjf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dvVw7aKkokoS0S8Uh2A6woZ4K2NNOcdmNJcRhw2gkmt7nfeaBSsUg09TSmXohHgg0ZwdpIvl3ph1iPCeZpM/NTdeZmvl11as4MaJm4BalCgYZvf/UHEUlCKjThWKme68TaS7HUjHCalfuJojEmEzyiPUMFDqny0ln0DJ0YZYCGkTRPaDRTf2+kOFRqGgZmMg+qFr1c/M/rJXp47aVMxImmgswPDROOdITyHtCASUo0nxqCiWQmKyJjLDHRpq2yKcFd/PIyaZ/X3Iuac39Zrd8UdZTgCI7hFFy4gjrcQQNaQOARnuEV3qwn68V6tz7moytWsXMIf2B9/gBH1JQA</latexit>

xs
Ts,2
<latexit sha1_base64="87FvlsHmUgug5pJtGdIcwLCRkEk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuTaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTS/VPP9MoVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nZEPwFl9eJs2zqndede8uKrXrPI4iHMExnIIHl1CDW6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gBwYo3k</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LnhrMFbRv4Olb/bhCQGxnlniAEk=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfqS7dBIvgQkpSBV0W3bis0Be0IUymk3boZBJmJkqJ+RQ3LhRx65e482+ctFlo64GBwzn3cs8cP2ZUKtv+Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BWT3syigRmHRwxCLR95EkjHLSUVQx0o8FQaHPSM+f3uZ+74EISSPeVrOYuCEacxpQjJSWPLM6DJGaYMTSdual8ryReWbNrttzWKvEKUgNCrQ882s4inASEq4wQ1IOHDtWboqEopiRrDJMJIkRnqIxGWjKUUikm86jZ9apVkZWEAn9uLLm6u+NFIVSzkJfT+ZB5bKXi/95g0QF125KeZwowvHiUJAwS0VW3oM1ooJgxWaaICyozmrhCRIIK91WRZfgLH95lXQbdeeibt9f1po3RR1lOIYTOAMHrqAJd9CCDmB4hGd4hTfjyXgx3o2PxWjJKHaO4A+Mzx9JWZQB</latexit>

Source tasks

xs xt
Ta,1
<latexit sha1_base64="87FvlsHmUgug5pJtGdIcwLCRkEk=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuTaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTS/VPP9MoVt+rOQJaJl5MK5Kj3yl/dfszSiCtkkhrT8dwE/YxqFEzySambGp5QNqID3rFU0YgbP5udOiEnVumTMNa2FJKZ+nsio5Ex4yiwnRHFoVn0puJ/XifF8MrPhEpS5IrNF4WpJBiT6d+kLzRnKMeWUKaFvZWwIdWUoU2nZEPwFl9eJs2zqndede8uKrXrPI4iHMExnIIHl1CDW6hDAxgM4Ble4c2Rzovz7nzMWwtOPnMIf+B8/gBwYo3k</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="sHUBjJQak5uA6ydO26e/pzcPbYc=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lU0GPRi8eK9gPaUDbbTbt0swm7E7GE/gQvHhTx6i/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvSKQw6LrfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x80TZxqxhsslrFuB9RwKRRvoEDJ24nmNAokbwWjm6nfeuTaiFg94DjhfkQHSoSCUbTS/VMPe+WKW3VnIMvEy0kFctR75a9uP2ZpxBUySY3peG6CfkY1Cib5pNRNDU8oG9EB71iqaMSNn81OnZATq/RJGGtbCslM/T2R0ciYcRTYzoji0Cx6U/E/r5NieOVnQiUpcsXmi8JUEozJ9G/SF5ozlGNLKNPC3krYkGrK0KZTsiF4iy8vk+ZZ1TuvuncXldp1HkcRjuAYTsGDS6jBLdShAQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz7mrQUnnzmEP3A+fwBx5o3l</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="f1WOrs7FG/S3y56F6YiVAIxC4Tc=">AAAB+nicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPWV6tLNYBFcSElU0GXRjcsKfUEbws102g6dTMLMRCkxn+LGhSJu/RJ3/o2TNgttPTBwOOde7pkTxJwp7Tjf1srq2vrGZmmrvL2zu7dvVw7aKkokoS0S8Uh2A1CUM0FbmmlOu7GkEAacdoLJbe53HqhULBJNPY2pF8JIsCEjoI3k25V+CHpMgKfNzE/hzM18u+rUnBnwMnELUkUFGr791R9EJAmp0ISDUj3XibWXgtSMcJqV+4miMZAJjGjPUAEhVV46i57hE6MM8DCS5gmNZ+rvjRRCpaZhYCbzoGrRy8X/vF6ih9deykScaCrI/NAw4VhHOO8BD5ikRPOpIUAkM1kxGYMEok1bZVOCu/jlZdI+r7kXNef+slq/KeoooSN0jE6Ri65QHd2hBmohgh7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx/z0RWr2DlEf2B9/gAsVpPu</latexit>

xs xt
Ta,2
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Target task
Meta-test

(b)
(c)
Figure 4: While strong pairs (a) provide exact, one-to-one correspondences across modalities, weak pairs (b)
represent coarse semantic groupings which better reflect many-to-many cross-modal mappings and leverage
weakly paired multimodal data available on the internet (e.g. videos, image captions). (c) During meta-training,
meta
meta-parameters emeta
, meta are trained using source modality classification tasks Ts and alignment tasks
s , et
Ta . Meta-testing uses trained meta-parameters for few-shot generalization to target modality tasks Tt .
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to leverage cross-modal information to “bridge” modalities that are each labeled for only a subset of
tasks (see purple edges in Figure 3). We model cross-modal information as p(xs , xt ), i.e. alignment
between modalities xs and xt , where xs is a source modality with high-resource data and labels
(xs , ys ). When there is an abundance of paired data (xs , xt ) (solid purple edge), we say that strong
alignment exists; otherwise, only weak alignment exits. Since strong alignment incurs negligible error
in estimating p(xs , xt ), the alternative cross-modal path P = {(xt , xs ), (xs , ys ), (ys , yt )} might link
xt and yt with lower weighted error and is preferable to direct low-resource training for the dashed
edge (xt , yt ). When only weak alignment is available, a trade-off emerges and one has to choose
between the error induced by direct low-resource training and the error induced by weak alignment.
(ys , yt ) models relationships across source and target tasks using approaches such as multi-task [7]
or meta-learning [17]. More formally,
x
x
Definition 2. Let p(xi , xj ) be known for xi ∈ Dm
, xj ∈ D m
and i ≠ j. If both p(xi �xj )
i
j
and p(xj �xi ) are delta distributions (i.e., one-to-one mapping between xi and xj ), there is a
strong alignment between modality mi and mj . Otherwise, there is only weak alignment.

We now show that strong alignment can achieve optimal generalization error for tasks in the lowresource set M.

Proposition 1. (Benefit of strong alignment). Let all the modalities be pairwise strongly-aligned,
then we can define a surrogate loss function L̃[fw ] such that L[arg maxw L̃[fw ]] = 0.

The proof is provided in Appendix 7. On the other hand, weak alignment may not provide perfect
generalization and we elucidate some conditions when it works in Section ??.

To summarize, cross-modal information p(xs , xt ) allows us to bridge modalities that are each labeled
for only a subset of tasks and achieve generalization to new modalities and tasks in M. In the
following section, we explain an algorithm based on contrastive learning [18] to estimate p(xs , xt )
from data and meta-learning to model (ys , yt ).

4

C RO MA: Cross-modal Meta-Alignment

Based on our theoretical insights, we propose a practical algorithm for cross-modal generalization
involving two thrusts: (1) learning a multimodal space via meta-alignment to model (xs , xt ) (§4.1),
and (2) learning a cross-modal classifier to model (ys , yt ) (§4.2), which jointly enable generalization
to new modalities and tasks. We call our method C RO MA, short for Cross-modal Meta-Alignment.
4.1

Meta-Alignment

We first simplify the problem by assuming access to strong pairs across modalities of the form
(xs , xt ) which makes it easier to learn strong alignment (see Figure 4(a)). At the same time, this
is not an excessively strong assumption: many multimodal datasets contain paired multimodal data
(e.g. activity recognition from audio and video [1] and emotion recognition from text, speech, and
gestures [41, 67]).
4

Algorithm 1 C RO MA: Cross-modal Meta-Alignment
Initialize meta-alignment encoders emeta
and emeta
, meta-classifier meta .
s
t
for iteration = 1, 2, . . . do
Ta
Ta
Sample alignment task Ta with train Dtrain
and test data Dtest
of pairs {xs , xt }.
Ta
meta
meta
Initialize es ∶= es , et ∶= et and compute alignment loss (2) on train data Dtrain
.
Compute ̃
es and ̃
et after gradient updates using alignment loss wrt es and et .
meta
Update meta-alignment encoders emeta
← emeta
+ ✏(̃
es − emeta
← emeta
+ ✏(̃
et − emeta
).
s
s
s ), et
t
t
Ts
Ts
Sample source modality task Ts with train Dtrain and test data Dtest of pairs {xs , ys }.
⌧s
Initialize ∶= meta and compute classification loss on train data Dtrain
.
Compute ̃ after gradient updates using classification loss wrt .
Update meta-classifier meta ← meta + ✏( ̃ − meta ).

In practice, we model alignment by learning p✓ (xt �xs ). However, directly learning a translation
model p✓ (xt �xs ) via MLE by mapping each xs to its corresponding xt is unlikely to work in practice
since xs and xt are extremely high-dimensional and heterogeneous data sources which makes
reconstruction difficult [37]. Instead, we use Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) which learns a
binary classifier to distinguish paired samples (xs , xt ) ∈ D from unpaired negative samples xt,neg ,
which in the asymptotic limit is an unbiased estimator of p(xt �xs ) [15] but is much easier in practice
than generating raw data.

However, the vanilla NCE objective does not handle new tasks at test time. We propose metaalignment to capture an aligned space (i.e. (xs , xt )) while ensuring quick generalization to new tasks
across different modalities (i.e. (ys , yt )). Meta-alignment trains encoders es , et for source and target
modalities across multiple alignment tasks {Ta,1 , ..., Ta,T } into an aligned space. Each alignment task
Ta consists of paired data across source and target modalities. We explicitly train for generalization to
new tasks by training meta-alignment parameters emeta
and emeta
that are used to initialize instances
s
t
of alignment models for new tasks [17]. When presented with a new task, we first initialize task
meta
parameters using meta parameters es ∶= emeta
before training on the task by optimizing for
s , et ∶= et
the NCE loss:
Lstrong align =

�
�
−es (xs )� et (xt ) + � es (xs )� et (xt,neg ) .
�
xt,neg
(xs ,xt )∈Ta �
�

(2)

where xt,neg denotes unpaired negative samples. The NCE objective has a nice interpretation as
capturing a space where the representations of similar concepts expressed in different modalities
are close together, and different concepts in different modalities are far apart [18, 47]. The metaparameters emeta
and emeta
are updated using first-order gradient information [45] so that they gradually
s
t
become better initializations for new alignment tasks spanning new concepts.
Weak pairs: We now relax the data requirements from strong to weak pairs. Instead of one-to-one
correspondences, weak pairs represent coarse groupings of semantic correspondence (see Figure 4(b)).
This better reflects real-world multimodal data since cross-modal mappings are often many-to-many
(e.g. many ways of describing an image, many ways of speaking the same sentence), and are abundant
on the internet such as videos constituting weak pairs of image, audio, text [48, 67]. We denote a
weak pair as sets Xs and Xt , and define contrastive loss with an expectation over pairs across the
sets (i.e. xs , xt ∈ Xs × Xt ) and call this weak alignment. We sample several xs ∈ Xs and xt ∈ Xt to
treat as paired samples, and obtain negative pairs xt,neg by sampling outside of the paired sets.

4.2 Cross-modal Generalization
Given a well-aligned space between modalities, we now train a single classifier parametrized by
a set of meta-parameters meta on top of the aligned space for generalization across tasks (ys , yt ).
The joint set of classification tasks consists of tasks {Ts,1 , ..., Ts,T } in the source modality and
tasks {Tt,1 , ..., Tt,T } in the target. When presented with a new task, we first initialize the classifier
using meta parameters ∶= meta before training on the task by optimizing for the cross-entropy
loss. The meta-parameters meta are updated using first-order gradient information [45] towards
better initialization parameters to classify new concepts. Overall, the meta-training stage consists of
alignment tasks Ta and classification tasks in the source modality Ts . The meta-testing stage presents
5

tasks in the target modality Tt . Each task consists of k labeled pairs to simulate an episode of k-shot
learning. We show the full training algorithm in Algorithm 1 and a visual diagram in Figure 4(c).

During testing, a task Tt is sampled in the target modality. We initialize a new model with the trained
meta-alignment encoder emeta
and meta-classifier meta , and perform gradient updates with the k
t
labeled samples in the target modality. Note that throughout the entire training process, only k labeled
samples in the target modality are presented to C RO MA, which better reflects scarce target modalities
where even labeled data for different tasks is difficult to obtain.

5

Experiments

We test generalization from text to image, image to audio, and text to speech classification tasks.
Anonymized code is included in the supplementary. Experimental details and additional results are
included in Appendix 8 and 9.
5.1 Datasets and Tasks
Text to Image Dataset: We use the Yummly-28K dataset [43] which contains parallel text descriptions and images of recipes. We create classification labels from the metadata by concatenating the
meal type and cuisine, yielding 44 distinct classes. The large number of recipes and shared concepts
between text and image makes it an ideal testbed for cross-modal generalization. We used a ResNet
pretrained on ImageNet [11] to encode the images, pretrained BERT encoder [12] for text, and a
shared network for prediction.
Image to Audio Dataset: We combine two large unimodal classification datasets over images
(CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 [35]) and audio made by various objects (ESC-50 [49]) with partially
related label spaces. This allows us to leverage complementary information from both modalities
while testing on new concepts. To obtain weak pairs, we map similar classes between the datasets
using similarities from WordNet [42] and text cooccurrence. This yields 17 unique clusters of weak
pairs (Appendix 8.2 lists all the clusters). We used a ResNet pretrained on ImageNet [11] to encode
the images and a convolutional network pretrained on AudioSet [19] to encode audio [36, 52].
Text to Speech Dataset: We use the Wilderness dataset, a large-scale multimodal dataset composed
of parallel multilingual text and speech data [5]. We use a subset of 99 languages for language
classification from text (source) and speech (target) individually. The tasks are split such as there is
no overlap between the text and speech samples used for classification and the pairs seen for strong
alignment. We use LSTMs to encode both text and speech data.

Metrics: We report few-shot (k = 1, 5, 10) classification accuracy in the target modality by fixing 8
evaluation tasks, each comprised of 5 unseen target concepts during meta-test. We compute accuracy
across all 8 tasks and repeat experiments 10 times to report mean and standard deviations.
Baselines: We compare with 4 broad sets of baselines:

1) Unimodal baselines only use unlabeled data from the target modality during meta-training following our low-resource assumption. The simplest baseline ignores meta-training and just fine-tunes on
the tasks in meta-test starting from a (supervised [3] or unsupervised [12]) pre-trained model. To better leverage unlabeled target modality data, we also compare with unsupervised meta-learning [26]
which performs self-supervised learning via reconstruction or weak labels during meta-training (see
Appendix 8.2).
2) We modify Domain Adaptation (DA) methods to verify that it is necessary to use separate
encoders and perform explicit alignment: a) Shared shares all encoder layer for both modalities
except a separate linear layer that maps data from the target modality’s input dimension to the
source [29, 59]. b) Shared + Align further adds our alignment loss (contrastive loss) on top of the
encoded representations, in a manner similar to [31]. c) Shared + Domain confusion further adds
a domain confusion loss on top of the encoded representations [60]. d) Shared + Target labels
also uses target modality labels during meta-training, similar to supervised DA [30] (details in
Appendix 10.2).
3) Cross-modal: We adapt domain adaptation and meta-learning for cross-modal generalization
under the following categories: a) Align + Classify which uses supervised alignment methods such as
adversarial learning [59], cycle reconstruction [10, 24], or contrastive loss [62] to align input spaces
from multiple domains before training a shared classifier [50]. b) Align + Meta Classify which learns
a shared space using standard supervised alignment [18] before meta-learning a classifier [53], and
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Table 1: Performance on text to image generalization on Yummly-28K (top), image to audio concept classification
from CIFAR to ESC-50 (middle), and text to speech generalization on the Wilderness dataset (bottom). C RO MA
is on par and sometimes outperforms the oracle target modality meta-learning approach that has seen thousands
of labeled target samples, and also outperforms existing unimodal, domain adaptation, and cross-modal baselines.
#Target (labels) denotes the number of target modality samples and labels used during meta-training.
T YPE

A PPROACH
Pre-training [3, 12]
Unimodal
Unsup. meta-learning [26] (reconstruct)
Align + Classify [10, 24, 50, 59, 62]
Cross-modal Align + Meta Classify [53]
C RO MA (ours)
Oracle
Within modality generalization [17, 45]

1-S HOT
33.1 ± 2.8
37.4 ± 0.6
37.1 ± 3.0
39.4 ± 2.5
39.7 ± 1.3
38.9 ± 2.1

5-S HOT
36.4 ± 3.5
41.7 ± 3.7
40.0 ± 2.7
40.0 ± 2.3
47.1 ± 3.3
42.1 ± 1.4

10-S HOT #TARGET ( LABELS )
49.0 ± 3.8
0(0)
49.0 ± 1.0
5131(0)
47.8 ± 6.6
5131(0)
48.8 ± 7.8
5131(0)
51.1 ± 2.1
5131(0)
47.9 ± 5.6
5131(5131)

55.2 ± 8.6
61.5 ± 4.4
55.6 ± 10.2
59.7 ± 7.6
59.5 ± 7.2
57.3 ± 9.3
61.1 ± 6.0
65.6 ± 6.1
67.9 ± 6.6
61.3 ± 11.2

73.1 ± 3.4
83.5 ± 4.0
75.2 ± 8.4
78.4 ± 6.2
76.3 ± 9.4
76.2 ± 8.4
74.8 ± 2.1
89.9 ± 1.5
90.6 ± 1.5
77.0 ± 0.3

84.3 ± 0.1
88.5 ± 2.1
81.9 ± 3.9
84.3 ± 1.5
83.9 ± 1.8
84.0 ± 1.9
86.2 ± 0.7
93.0 ± 0.5
93.2 ± 0.2
87.5 ± 0.6

Pre-training [3, 12]
44.2 ± 0.8
Unsup. meta-learning [26] (reconstruct) 36.3 ± 1.8
Unsup. meta-learning [26] (weak labels) 45.6 ± 1.3
Align + Classify [10, 24, 50, 59, 62]
45.3 ± 0.8
Cross-modal Align + Meta Classify [53]
47.2 ± 0.3
C RO MA (ours)
47.5 ± 0.2
Oracle
Within modality generalization [17, 45] 45.9 ± 0.2
Unimodal

Pre-training [3, 12]
Unsup. meta-learning [26] (reconstruct)
Shared [29]
Shared + Align [31]
Domain
Adaptation
Shared + Domain confusion [60]
Shared + Target labels [30]
Align + Classify [10, 24, 50, 59, 62]
Cross-modal Align + Meta Classify [53]
C RO MA (ours)
Oracle
Within modality generalization [17, 45]
Unimodal

72.3 ± 0.3
67.3 ± 0.9
74.2 ± 0.3
73.9 ± 2.1
77.1 ± 0.7
85.9 ± 0.7
89.3 ± 0.4

77.4 ± 1.7
76.6 ± 2.1
83.7 ± 0.1
78.8 ± 0.1
80.4 ± 0.0
92.7 ± 0.4
94.5 ± 0.3

0(0)
920(0)
920(0)
920(0)
920(0)
920(0)
920(920)

0(0)
4395(0)
4395(0)
4395(0)
4395(0)
4395(4395)
4395(0)
4395(0)
4395(0)
4395(4395)

Table 2: Language classification predictions on low-resource speech samples after training on labeled text data.
Despite seeing just 5 labeled speech samples, our method is able to accurately classify low-resource languages.
S PEECH ( TEXT IN PARENTHESIS )
O RACLE
O URS
(Beda Yesus agot gu ofa oida Bua buroru Didif ojgomu)
Russian
Meax
(Ido hai Timotiu natile hampai moula Aturana Musa)
Jamaican Patois Badaic
(Mu habotu pa kali Mataoqu osolae vekoi Rau sari Mua kana pa kauru Nenemu gua)
Avokaya Roviana

c) C RO MA which represents our full model of jointly training for generalization across alignment
and classification tasks. Since all methods are agnostic to the specific alignment algorithm used, we
use contrastive loss with negative sampling as described in Section 4.1 for fair comparison across all
baselines.
4) Oracle: The ideal (but likely unrealistic) scenario where meta-training and meta-testing both
have labeled data in the target modality. We use the Reptile algorithm [45] for target modality metalearning. Since there is the least domain shift, we expect this method to perform best but with the
requirement of large amounts of labeled target data.
5.2

Cross-modal Generalization

Comparison to oracle: For text to image (Table 1 top) and text to speech (Table 1 bottom), C RO MA
surprisingly outperforms even the oracle baseline, in addition to unimodal and cross-modal methods.
We hypothesize this is because text data (source) is cleaner than image and speech data (target) and
the community has better models for encoding text than images and speech spectrograms. Consistent
with this hypothesis, we found that text classifiers performed better on Yummly-28K and Wilderness
datasets than image and speech classifiers. This implies that one can leverage abundant, cleaner,
and more-predictive source modalities to improve target modality performance. For image to
audio (Table 1 middle), we observe that our cross-modal approach is on par (outperforms for k = 1,
and within 2 − 3% for k = 5, 10) with the oracle baseline that has seen a thousand labeled audio
examples during meta-training.
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Source text

Retrieved image
Align
CroMA (ours)

Source image

Retrieved audio

3/4 pound center-cut salmon fillet
with skin, 2 cups kosher salt, 1/4
teaspoon freshly ground black
pepper.

Weak cluster:
amphibian

2 Tablespoons of oil, 2 Chicken
breasts cut into chunks, …, 4
Cups of chicken broth, 1 Cup of
cabbage cut into small thin slices,
1 Cup of diced peeled avocado, 1
Cup of tortilla chips, …

(Frog)

(Frog)

Weak cluster:
automobile

1/4 head red cabbage, 2 carrots,
1 fennel bulb, 1 small orange, 3
scallions, cut into 1-inch pieces, 1
jalapeño, seeded and minced, 1/4
cup cider vinegar, …

(Car)

(Engine)

Figure 6: Left: samples of retrieved images given text recipes. C RO MA performs few-shot retrieval of images
more accurately than existing alignment approaches. Right: samples of retrieved audio samples given images.
Source
text being trained Retrieved
image
Source
image cross-modal
Retrieved
audio at fine
Despite
only on weak
pairs, meta-alignment can perform
few-shot
retrieval
granularities (e.g. amphibian,
automobile).
Align
CroMA (ours)
3/4 pound center-cut salmon fillet
with skin, 2 cups kosher salt, 1/4
teaspoon freshly ground black
pepper.

Comparison to existing approaches: For all setups, C RO MA consistently outperforms existing
Weak cluster:
amphibian
unimodal and cross-modal baselines. Since we use the same LSTM architecture for both text and
speech, we can also apply DA approaches which share encoders. From Table 1 bottom, we see that
2 Tablespoons of oil, 2 Chicken
perform well on cross-modal generalization. Although
domain confusion
and alignment
breasts cut into they
chunks,do
…, not
4
(Frog)
(Frog)
Cups of chicken improve
broth, 1 Cup ofupon standard encoder sharing, they still fall short of our approach. Our method also
cabbage cut into small thin slices,
outperforms
the Shared + Target labels baseline which further uses target modality labels to train
1 Cup of diced peeled
avocado, 1
Cup of tortilla chips, …
the shared encoder during meta-training. This serves to highlight the important differences between
Weak cluster:
1/4 head red cabbage, 2 carrots,
automobile
cross-modal generalization and domain adaptation: 1. separate encoders and 2. explicit alignment
1 fennel bulb, 1 small orange, 3
scallions, cut into are
1-inchimportant.
pieces, 1
jalapeño, seeded and minced, 1/4
cup cider vinegar, …

(Car)
(Engine)
Ablation studies: Consistent across all setups in Table 1, we find
that jointly meta-training
across
alignment and classification improves upon standard supervised alignment methods commonly used
in domain adaptation [50, 53]. We find that performance improvement is greatest for the 1-shot
setting, suggesting that meta-alignment is particularly suitable for low-resource target modalities.

Model predictions: We show some samples
of language classification predictions on lowresource speech samples in Table 2. Despite seeing just 5 labeled speech samples, our method
Barbecue:
Mexican:
American salads:
is able to quickly generalize and classify lowmain dishes
soups
side dishes
resource languages. On the text to image task Figure 5: On Yummly-28K dataset, C RO MA leverages
(Figure 5), C RO MA also quickly recognizes im- source text modality to make accurate few-shot predictions on target image modality despite only seeing 1−10
ages from new recipes.
labeled image examples.

5.3 Few-shot Cross-modal Retrieval
In Figure 6, we also show samples of retrieved data in the target given input in the source modality
to help us understand which source modalities the model is basing its target predictions on. Despite
being trained only on weak pairs, meta-alignment is able to perform cross-modal retrieval at fine
granularities.
5.4 Noisy Target Labels
We also evaluate the effect of noisy labels in the target modality
since it is often difficult to obtain exact labels in low-resource
modalities such as rare languages. To simulate label noise, we
add symmetric noise [23] to all target modality labels (both
meta-train and meta-test). Despite only seeing k = 1, 5, 10
labels in the target, C RO MA is more robust to noisy label
than the oracle baseline (see Figure 7).

6

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed cross-modal generalization: a learn- Figure 7: C RO MA is robust to noisy
ing paradigm where abundant source modalities are used to help labels in the target modality by uslow-resource target modalities. We showed that meta-alignment ing cross-modal information from the
using cross-modal data can allow quick generalization to new source, making it suitable for lowresource modalities with imperfect anconcepts across different modalities. Our experiments demon- notations.
strate strong performance on classifying data from an entirely
new target modality under limited samples and noisy labels, which is particularly useful for generalization to low-resource images, speech, and languages.
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